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Degree of difficulty
Instruction COSY BLANKET



 Cutting

 Q Flower pattern: 195 cm x 145 cm (incl. 1 cm seam allowance)
 Q Soft fleece: 180 cm x 130 cm (cut without seam allowance)

 Materials from Gütermann In addition Tools

 Q Sew-all thread in matching colours
 Q Cotton fabric 145 cm wide,                                    
collection BLOOMS:

 Q 2.00 m flower pattern in Marsala-multi-      
colour

 Q 6.50 m velvet ribbon in dark blue,                 
1 cm wide

 Q 4 fabric-covered buttons in dark blue,                       
15 mm wide

 Q 1.80 m soft fleece in Marsala,                   
140 cm wide

 Q Spray textile adhesive (optional)

 Q Sewing machine
 Q Iron
 Q Scissors
 Q Pins
 Q Textile marker pen
 Q Ruler
 Q Tape measure
 Q Set square

Instruction COSY BLANKET  Size 130 cm x 180 cm



1. For the mitred corners fold 1 cm on the edges of the flower pattern fabric 
to the wrong side and iron. Then fold 6.5 cm more to the wrong side on all 
edges and iron again. 

2. Unfold the 6.5 cm ironed edges. Now fold the edge of the fabric diagonal-
ly with right sides together from the corner and pin together. Iron the diagonal 
fold with the 1 cm seam allowance still folded in. Mark a line from the joining 
point of the 6.5 cm ironed edges at right angles to the outer fold. Prepare all 
4 corners in this way. Sew along the marked lines at the corners, backstit-
ching the beginning and end of each seam. 

3. Cut away the corners to the seam and cut the points off at an angle. Iron 
the seam allowances apart. Cut away the seam allowance on all corners and 
iron apart. Turn the corners and form the points. Iron again.  

4. Lay the fabric flat on the work surface with the mitred corner seam facing 
upwards. Lay the soft fleece on the fabric, wrong sides together so that the 
edges are flush with the seam edges (this works best if somebody helps you). 
Lift the seam edges and insert the fleece under the seam or spray the reverse 
of the fleece edges. Either press the adhesive edges in place so that the fleece 
doesn’t slip or fix it in place with plenty of pins. Tack all the layers together 
along the 6.5 cm seam edge. 
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5. Topstitch the seam edge all around close to the edge. Then turn the blan-
ket to the right side. Pin the velvet ribbon centrally over the sewn line, folding 
1 cm over at the beginning and laying this section over the previous end. Lay 
the ribbon in angled folds in the corners. Topstitch on both sides close to the 
edge.

6. Fold approx.12 cm of velvet ribbon at an angle as a decoration at each 
corner and fix in place with a fabric-covered button. Cut the ends of the velvet 
ribbon off at an angle. 
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